


WELCOME

Congratulations on considering a yoga teacher training. 

Like they say, every journey begins with a single step, 

and reading this guide could be the f irst step on your 

path. Maybe you don’t even want to be a teacher, but 

you want to go deeper into your practice and understand 

yoga on a deeper level.  Or perhaps you already know 

that yoga is your passion and you’re ready to earn a l iving 

from what you love. 

There are a few important points to consider while 

f inding the right training for you. We’ll  touch on those 

points and we’l l  tell  you more about VIKASA Academy 

so you can consider us as an option. Wherever you 

choose to do your training, we wish you great success 

in your practice and encourage you to continue sharing 

your passion wherever you go.  

Sincerely, 

Kosta Miachin

Founder, VIKASA



YOUR DREAM JOB 

DOES NOT EXIST 

YOU MUST CREATE IT

save $500 on tuition 

when you register 90 days in advance



WHICH COURSE IS RIGHT FOR ME?

Most schools offer 200-hour course structure. This is 

foundation - you can think of this l ike college. Some 

schools also offer 300-hour courses. Think of this l ike 

graduate school or an advanced specialty degree. When 

you take 200 + 300 from registered schools, then you 

are eligible to register as a 500-hour certif ied teacher. 

If schools advertise as a 500-hour training, it simply 

means you’re getting the 200 + 300 rolled into one. 

Currently, most studios wil l  only require you to have a 

200-hour certif ication from a Yoga All iance accredited 

yoga  school  to begin teaching. However, while the 

200-hour certif ication is generally the minimum, most 

studios prefer to hire teachers who have taken multiple 

trainings or training at an advanced level.   Some programs 

are intensive immersions that last roughly a month. 

Others take place over six months on the weekends. 

While we do understand the convenience of ‘weekend 

warrior’ training schedules, we at VIKASA ask you to 

leave your daily l ife behind and focus on a full  immersion 

course here in Koh Samui. The main reason being the 

level of intensity required to graduate from our courses. 

While there is sti l l  plenty of fun on and off the mat, the 

main focus is personal evolution, and this requires focus.

Students are often surprised to learn that they can be 

near beginners in yoga, and sti l l  enjoy our 200 hour 

training. We just ask that you have some basic practice 

and knowledge before arriving. For the most part, al l 

levels are welcome. Advanced trainings, on the other 

hand, require a foundation course as prerequisite.  



“A good teacher can never be f ixed in a routine. 

Each moment requires a sensitive mind that is 

constantly changing and constantly adapting. 

A teacher must never impose this student to f it his 

favourite pattern. Instead, he exposes his student’s 

vulnerabil ity so they may explore internally. 

A teacher is never a giver of truth, he is a pointer 

to the truth that each student must f ind for himself.”

                             -Bruce Lee



GET LOST. FIND YOURSELF. 

Are you seeking a transformative l ife experience in 

addition to a solid foundation education? If so, you might 

consider doing a training in an exotic location. When 

you choose to train in a destination abroad, it helps to 

clear your mind of daily activities and allows you to 

disconnect from routine. This provides a more focused 

learning environment, free from responsibil it ies and 

allowing you to be fully present. Your mind wil l  expand 

in new ways as you absorb your new environment. 

VIKASA  ACADEMY is located at the stunning VIKASA  

Yoga  Retreat in Koh Samui. Samui is a beautiful tropical 

island in the gulf of Thailand, just a one-hour fl ight from 

a major international airport in Bangkok. We chose this 

place because of its special energy, its rustic beauty, 

and the charming aspects of local Thai culture. Our yoga 

teacher trainings take place right here in our spiritual 

home, nestled into a rocky cliff surrounded by lush 

jungles and l ined with secret beaches. The privacy 

offered here allows for complete disconnection from 

society and reconnection to yourself.



EMBRACE THE EXOTIC

The other reason to consider training in an exotic 

destination is the potential for cultural immersion and 

deep personal connection that inevitably comes with 

travel.  When we are outside of our comfort zone we 

become more sensitive and open to those around us. 

Everything we desire is on the other side of comfort. 

We believe the most profound experiences happen when 

we are surrounded by new challenges. Your whole 

experience wil l  carry the rich flavors of your destination. 

From the tropical fruits to the nourishing weather, every 

aspect wil l  affect how deeply you are able to sink into 

your learnings. For example, Thai food is naturally l ight 

and nutritious, perfect for balancing nutrition required 

for rigorous physical training. The warm hospitality of 

the local culture wil l  make you feel welcome and at 

home. The rocky cliffs and sandy beaches wil l  inspire 

your soul.  On your days off you can explore the exotic 

temples, markets and f ishing vil lages of Koh Samui. Let 

adventure transcend your experience and enhance your 

abil ity to learn.



GET CLEAR ABOUT YOUR INTENTION 

It’s important to spend some time digging inwards and 

asking yourself the big picture questions because your 

intention wil l  guide you in selecting the best yoga 

academy for you.  Is your intention to teach yoga 

professionally and earn a l iving? Are you planning to 

take an advanced 300 hour course after you complete 

a foundation 200 hour course? If so, you might want to 

see if there are benef its to completing an advanced 

training in the same location as your foundation training. 

At VIKASA  ACADEMY we encourage you to continue 

your advanced education with us after completing a 

foundation training, either at VIKASA or at another 

accredited academy. Our advanced 300 hour trainings 

are intensive and taught by a variety of very serious 

international yogi super stars with a range of perspectives. 

We offer generous discounts to our continuing students 

and they often take advantage of special teaching 

opportunities after their advanced graduation. 

I ’M READY



DEFINE YOUR OWN SUCCESS

Another thing to consider if you plan to be a yoga 

instructor after graduation,  is to choose a yoga teacher 

training which offers professional guidance in how to 

market yourself.  Does the school set you up for success 

in your career? Many schools only teach yoga but don’t 

teach you how to be a successful yogantrepreneur. It’s 

our intention to help you be an excellent teacher and a 

productive business owner as well .  We know how 

challenging it is to grow as a yoga teacher starting out 

on your own. In fact, VIKASA started with just one 

teacher in a small bamboo house in the jungle. We’ve 

taken the guess work out of starting out. That’s why we 

offer programs that al low our graduates to open a 

VIKASA yoga studio of their own. Our grads can access 

our global network of potential l ike-minded yoga 

students. For those who choose to open a VIKASA studio 

of their own, we offer ongoing support in the areas of 

marketing, networking, business growth and connection 

to our global network. It’s a great way to launch yourself 

into a solid platform, grow your own successful business 

and share your passion with the world. 



upcoming dates:

300 hour advanced training 

2019    i    may 10 - jun 14   

upcoming dates:

200 hour foundation training 

2018  i  aug 26 - sep 23

2019  i  Apr 7 - may 5  |  sep 15 - oct 13  



A METHOD WITH DEEP ROOTS

If your aspiration is to get the best yoga education that 

you can, then its important to research the curriculum 

offered. Each teacher training program wil l  have a 

different l ineage, lens and focus -so you have to f ind 

your personal best match. What inspires you most: 

asana, meditation, philosophy, anatomy? Not all  teacher 

training programs are created equal.  With thousands of 

“yoga schools” popping up around the world, there is an 

increased lack in quality control.  You should know the 

l ineage of yoga that your school teaches.  

The VIKASA Yoga Method is an integral system of yoga 

based predominantly on classical Hatha yoga, with some 

influence from Himalayan Vinyasa and higher Taoism 

practices. A fusion of the three l ineages allows for a very 

effective and complete system resulting in personal 

evolution and spiritual development. The method allows 

the practitioner freedom from routine,e leading to an 

“intell igent freestyle” of practice. Emphasis is placed 

on the evolution of an individual.  This leads to a natural 

progression of individuality, where uniqueness is 

celebrated as a piece of the oneness we are part of.



teaching yoga 

& teaching people to teach yoga

are two different animals

Oftentimes, wonderful yoga teachers don’t have the skil ls to 

structure, organize, and teach an educational course. While 

they may sti l l  be enjoyable, many courses simply don’t have 

much of an educational backbone. These fluffy courses can 

sti l l  offer excellent l ife experiences. There’s nothing wrong 

with a yoga themed vacation, but if you’re serious about 

teaching yoga then the f irst step is to be serious about your 

own education so you may also pass on a  quality of l ineage.



ON A MISSION

Yoga academies should have a mission statement for 

their school and know specif ically what kind of skil ls 

they want their students to develop. For example, some 

schools wil l  prioritize creating teachers who can best 

facil itate a breath-centered, meditative, and calming 

practice. Other trainings wil l  create yoga teachers who 

deliver a powerful and transformational asana practice. 

Teachers of VIKASA Yoga learn to become free from 

static routines by gaining understanding, knowledge and 

insight into the methodology and the effects of their 

practice. When individual evolution is inspired and 

oneness within community is celebrated, the teachings 

become inf initely powerful.  It’s highly recommended to 

take an online course given by the lead instructor at the 

academies you are considering. 

VIKASA offers free online classes with their founder, 

Kosta Miachin. You can take Kosta’s free online class on 

Youtube or by joining the VIKASA online community.

Sign up for the VIKASA newsletter to receive monthly 

free classes from a variety of VIKASA yoga teachers. 

I ’M READY 

SIGN ME UP

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7JWclAtg18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7JWclAtg18
https://www.facebook.com/vikasayoga/
https://vikasayoga.com/
https://vikasayoga.com/yoga-teacher-training/foundation/#
https://vikasayoga.com/yoga-teacher-training/foundation/#


WHAT WILL I  LEARN?



WHAT ARE THE CORE VALUES?

It’s important to know the motivation at the core of your 

academy. In the case of VIKASA, we structure our core 

values around the 3 ways that consciousness expands. This 

expansion starts with the self.  It grows through our minds, 

bodies and energy until  we are powerful motivators of 

connection and manifestors of change through our 

communities and through our world. Our courses are 

structured around various techniques, vastly ranging 

according to the expertise of our diverse team.  However, 

they always connect somehow to our core values. We 

believe in the power of self initiative, self love and personal 

evolution. The only way to truly have an impact on the 

world is to start with the impact of your own vibrations. 

We believe in the power of community, that a small group 

of l ike minded people have the power to change the world. 

And we believe that those who have a position of power 

have a responsibil ity to help those in need. We actively 

reach out to our community and try to improve what we 

see.  



WHERE WILL I  STAY?

VIKASA is not a hotel with yoga classes, in fact we don’t 

consider ourselves a hotel at al l .  We offer l ife-changing 

experiences in a mind-blowing location. Our rooms are 

simple and modest set into an inspiring landscape. 

We offer a variety of unique room styles. These different 

styles provide a range of experiences to choose from, 

whether you’re looking for something authentic and eco 

friendly, or you prefer the typical comforts of a modern 

hotel,  we’re sure you can f ind a unique room that suits 

your taste and your budget. 

We’re proud to say that offering such a wide range of 

accommodation increases the range of people who are able 

to attend our teacher trainings. For example, our Eco-

friendly zen bungalows are budget friendly, made of 

sustainable bamboo and allow those on a strict travel 

budget to attend the training without breaking the bank. 

On the other end of the spectrum, we have fully equipped 

air-conditioned rooms with plush king size beds. These 

rooms better suit those who are less comfortable with a 

rustic experience. This range creates a more diverse and 

more interesting bunch of people for you to bond with 

during your training. 

No matter which accommodation you choose, al l  rooms 

are located on the Vikasa Yoga Retreat grounds which 

sprawl across several connected estates and share the 

common facil ities such as our 3 yoga salas, our restaurant, 

our secret beach and the inf inity pool. We are located on 

a hil l ,  easily accessed from the main road,  just 10 minutes 

drive from the popular beach and shopping areas.  





WHAT WILL I  EAT?

VIKASA Life Cafe is a beautiful healthy restaurant located 

at the top of the hil l  inside VIKASA Yoga Retreat. Set 

against a spectacular sea view, the cafe serves wholesome 

health-conscious meals in a friendly and abundant self-

serve setting. Kick-start your day to an amazing brunch 

surrounded by your new friends. A freshly squeezed juice, 

tea and coffee, perhaps a vegetable omelet, wholegrain 

toasts, oatmeal/ muesli  with yogurt, or  keep it super with 

chia seed pudding, superfood bowls or mixed veggies. Snack 

away with homemade organic dips, vegetarian sandwiches 

and of course a variety of fresh-cut tropical fruits. Dinner 

includes a hot soup, typical local dishes with tofu, brown 

rice, two or three vegetarian dishes, fresh salad, dahl, and  

at least one seafood dish. For dessert we serve fruits, 

mango sticky rice or other Thai creations. We serve l ight 

snacks during afternoon breaks; however many students 

prefer to eat out while exploring beach cafes or vi l lages 

around the island.  You’l l  be well  nourished while you train 



Asana / Pranayama practice

Brunch @ Vikasa Life Cafe

Rest, digest, personal time

Group Dynamics / Self-study

Theory / Methodology classes

Yoga practice in big yoga sala 

Dinner at Vikasa Life Cafe

*sample  schedule

what is a typical day like? 

- 0 9 : 1 5

- 1 1 : 3 0

- 1 3 : 0 0 

- 1 4 : 0 0

- 1 6 : 0 0

- 1 8 : 1 5

-2 0 : 3 0

07:00 

09:30  

1 1 : 3 0

1 3 : 0 0     

1 4 : 0 0 

1 6 : 0 0  

1 8 : 3 0 

I ’M READY 

FOR THIS

EXPERIENCE

https://vikasayoga.com/yoga-teacher-training/foundation/#


quit your job

buy a ticket

get a tan

fall in love

never return

the world

will never 

be the same

once you see

you cannot

unsee and 

with this

power comes

responsibility

to share

your truth

with 

the world



WHO WILL I  MEET?

Our students come from all  over the world and represent 

a wide range of ages, nationalities and orientations. We 

love our diverse community. The one thing we all  have in 

common is a love of health and happiness. We require 

students to help us maintain our open, supportive and fun 

atmosphere which creates a safe learning environment.  



 QUALITY TRAINING

SINCE 2011

Certificate of Completion

certificate number:

from this day 

with the recognition of the director of training

konstantin miachin

in accordance with the requirements set by 

is successfully awarded the title of 

upon 200 hours of completed training

Your Name Here

WHAT KIND OF CERTIFICATE WILL I  GET?

Be sure your yoga academy of choice is accredited by the 

Yoga All iance. Yoga All iance is becoming increasingly 

stringent in their requirements. You might consider chatting 

with a few graduates of the schools you’re considering to get 

a fuller picture. Some effective questions to ask: How did 

you spend most of your time during the training? What are 

the top skil ls you learned? Did you feel ready to teach when 

you graduated?  VIKASA offers a special facebook group for 

our graduates to connect to each other. Feel free to ask our 

students any questions you may have. We are fully accredited 

for both 200 hour foundation and 500 hour advanced 

certif ications. The certif icate you’l l  receive on graduation 

day wil l  al low you to teach yoga anywhere in the world.



REAL LIFE TESTIMONIALS

“VIKASA Yoga Teacher Training gave me the platform I 

needed to begin a new career and a new life. I  was stuck 

in my 9-5 job doing something I didn’t l ike. Now I teach 

yoga full  time and my students are more like family than 

customers. I only wish I did it sooner.”   Vera, Germany  

THE GRADUATION CEREMONY

“My favorite part of my teacher training was graduation 

day. Kosta and all  the teachers put so much love into the 

details.  The antique boat is magical and the sunset marks 

the f irst day of our new lives as yoga teachers. I  can’t 

believe I didn’t know these people one month ago. This 

bunch will  be my friends for l ife.”   Gabe, USA   

I ’M READY. SIGN ME UP!

https://vikasayoga.com/yoga-teacher-training/foundation/#


WHAT DOES TUITION INCLUDE?

• 200 HR Yoga All iance Approved Certif ication

• Course Materials such as text books and swag bag

• Special meal plan designed to maximize training potential

• Pick up and greeting by VIKASA staff at the airport

• The option to own an individual VIKASA yoga studio

• Beautiful graduation ceremony aboard an antique boat

• Access to facil it ies: WIFI, inf inity pool, spa, lounge, gym

TUITION: $4,000 + Accommodation level of your choice

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT:

Take $500 off when you register 90 days in advance.

https://vikasayoga.com/yoga-teacher-training/foundation/#




THANKS FOR CONSIDERING US

If you f ind yourself traveling down the yoga path, dive 

in, enjoy, and recognize that this is only the beginning 

of your journey. So many layers and experiences await. 

The path is long and wild and wonderful.  If our philosophy, 

approach and mission resonate with your soul then 

VIKASA might be the place for you to start this journey. 

Be careful my friends, because I warn you, yoga teacher 

trainings and personal evolution can be wonderfully 

addictive. Best of luck on your new adventure. 

Namaste,

Kosta & The VIKASA Team 

I ’M READY TO 

FEEL THE LOVE

YES

https://vikasayoga.com/yoga-teacher-training/foundation/#

